PURE COMPERSION

QIUZI CHEN

Pure apophenia.

“How are you(s)?”
“Cleaning house.”
“Sake.”
“Large carrot.”
“And you?”
“🍓🍓 .
Jazzy New Orleans’ plan.”
“🍓🍓 inn.
I eat three Oreos today.
At grocery store, instead of plastic
bag, they give me a cute box!”
“Whah~ Chuka ichiban.”
“Unfamiliar: Chuka ichiban(!)
Will you learn jazz in New Orleans?”

Magnum opus, 2016.
“Ahhh authentic 🍓🍓 tune. The end of
it feels like the 🍓🍓 bites its own body.
New Orleans’ just for spring break
traveling… I’m afraid the jazzy town
turns out to be some hip-hop
thing…”
“Nu nu Orleans it is…but hip-hop can
be jazzy...no?
I have never been there. Hiphop and strawberry
sandwiches sounds cute and
perhaps camp. Strawberry
sandwiches and jazz sounds very
serious.”
“🍓🍓 jazz might refuse to repeat, thus
a lot of serious gummy bears…”
“My expectations rise.”

#tt0794374.
“Daily stressful 75% in Hong Kong,
collapsible sailor moon (very big)
(unshy) Arizona! Karaoke spirit!! I’m
imaging…”
“In K-town of NYC there are some
too-cool-to-be-school karaoke
places, really.”
“Make some art in the sparkling
dizzying jukebox, stand-machine
embarrassing wine-phone moments
2017.”
“After singing more than 30 seconds,
my voice became ducky ducky…
Always prefer haiku.”

You gave your life’s blood in war, but
in peace, you couldn’t take a single
step.
“I’m happy you shared your sky…
Crystal.”
“Pigeons in the Arizonan sky. My
friend said old New York slang calls
them ‘rats with wings’.
Solo vodka ducky karaoke
performance for a too-cool-forschool crowd...like shiny museums
amongst greyscale mediocrity.”
“It’s not too cool here at all.
Everyone has given up! This makes
interesting performances
sometimes.”
“If city is stressful, how long will you
be there for…? Would you go back
to Peru after uni? Curious curious.”
“Hop on the pigeons and ride
around the Statue of Liberty.”

Irwin Corey.
“Things I spotted on the train:
attack on titan sweater,
a boy playing gameboy SP,
alien-ware laptop with lots of hot
pink lights,
a girl who expressed loudly her love
for Overwatch.”
“Romantic train trip.”
“Scene pieces I framed in my brain:
🍓🍓 making wav with his earphone,
sweet sweet sweet sweet sweet,
sloth soft sloth soft sloth soft,
naughty
naughtynaughtynaughtynaughty,
video game anime virtual idols shy
cool omg liquid ocean libido.”
“Chemical cute (x elements)…”

My soft surprise fell asleep. He
wished he could kiss himself in the
public when I’m sleeping.
“That fabric…I made it to city,
landing pad of that fabric.
These are tonight’s elements:
Plunky soft (X7) yop orange gourd
parliament yaoi boys hastily sign…
The document to declare war on all
things un-yaoi like big city smoothie
(X3) elephant’s shoes off 🍓🍓 ’s fabric
trunk home searching magnifying
glass ears flapping…
Dadshirty character climbing*72
in the painting hanging on a preordered pink curtain…
The MET pre-ordered pink
curtains*72 just for non-edited
Instagram videos hoy he’s slightly
open-sourced everywhere!”

The electricity yaoi
signs*72, without temperature.
“Will you be my tour guide?”
“What is the plan?”
“Our plan doesn’t have to go to the
school tho.”
“crAtta yulliOpe ghAoth.
Fake ice cream diet hands off…
Fawn goth port aged mule <-me…
Preordering xmas pink lights
(statement of fact)…
No bed bookshelf unedited shrine
photo booth whispery (false)…”
“It’s not easy to balance archery
club and being a school idol but it
makes me happy.”
“asBoolean.
Bruh*slightly closed tulip source root.”
“Too hot here.”
“Too too hot.
Toot heat.

Idols in training.”
“Umi told me not to falter during
practice even if the heat is
melting the well-lit festival stage…
reflecting off the glossy wood,
unable to see the fans (blowing).”
“Right...humanity plan demands a
decent home and some
spacial stability.”
“Otherwise there is no tarpit plan.”

Endlessly attempting to
express verbally or not, we are
simultaneously weaving together
some sort of attractive lingual
abomination fueled by feeling and
salt that certainly, understanding our
language or not, might honestly
depict love’s intimate reckoning.
“I’m romantic about Internet right
now.
I get the meaningless word stuff.
It fuels my paranoid kittiness.
I miss being someone else online.
Shady about syntax emotions.
Constant gap filling make up
mystery.”
“Screen therapy < Kitty nap.”
“My real talk to klab about adding
shy colors was too real for the staff…
they sent my idols to the
greasy paper shredder.”
“Idols become multicolored confetti.”

“Pure nonsense…but to be
straight…”
“But I would like a 🍓🍓 drawing for my
upcoming Amazon shrine…
+899 282 731 0004.”
“I will send you.”
“High probability I won’t receive
anything sent to here.”
“Decision made.”
“Don’t send to here, please!”
“I’m packing.”
“My heart can’t deal…
I feel I am too much for you and your
vagueness creates anxiety in my
heart.
If you’re unable to be straight, I do
not think I can be a true friend.
If I have been too provoking or
inconsiderate of your sensitivity, I
apologize.”

“Sorry, I’m dealing with my nuts
here.”
“I was nuts when I said that.”
“Are you leaving today?”
“Yes.
Blubbering emotional seal nearly
missed 3 day train time suspension
homeless…”
“Safe trip.”
“Package needs to turn around and
get onto the catwalk back to
Arizona.”
“Package WOF.”
“I didn’t realize there was literally
something on its way. I can still get it
but via unstable circumstance, poor
package!”
“Ummm you have a real Pokemon
on the desk now.”

“Using body as a poke ball catching
technique.”
“Fail rate: 0%.”
“Haha. On the desk there are two
more Pokemons who can’t have real
talks…”
“Londoner alert!”
“Involuntary Londoner.”
“Strawberry field.”
“Yar har har berry boat.”
“You mean my dotted starvation?”

#tt2083931.
“I’m excited for you to get the
CDs…”
“Yea we have prepared a CD player
found deeply in our snail room.”
“CD_in_the_snail’s shell.”
“Cat nap with one eye open.”
“My ex-cat was named 🍓🍓 .”
“Let’s dance to the bonus bonus
track in front of the bus would cause
all snails in the Bay Area hearty
to retrograde.”
“Trucker’s use of cute merch.
Cute merch’s use of trucker.
Trucks use of trucker and cute
merch.
My affair with all of the above.”
“You hang out with some concrete!”
“Bonus track…”

“Secret spice of 🍓🍓 tracks concretedeluxe collection.”
“Leave me alone.”

The gummy bear mattress.
Forgot to put that in italics... :<
The gummy bear mattress*.
“I think a cat could make a fine
injection into my life.”
“Injected philosophy.”

The sky is blue as sci-fi?
“The photo booths in school labs
certainly must have some good
pictures.
Well, mundane bored images I guess
big big screen...
Hungry zi.”
“Gold iMac fish.
Final year piece, painting the iMacs
as gold fish.”
“'IS IT NOT THE SAME THING?’, 🍓🍓 ,
2016; installation, acrylic paint,
iMac.”
“There are too many Alexes.
Are you in student lab right now
color lab…
Is there lots of gossip in the school
labs?”
“Malice Mizer cyborg vampire party
alone.”
“So it is real.
You are actually there.
Digital rave.

Take headphones out.
Sound installation of 20 iMacs
playing different sound sources.”
“It wasn't meant to be, 3D modeling
and me.”
“A man should keep his friendship in
constant repair.”
“I have a feeling you know it better!”
“In constant repair.”
“Soft hackers.”
“Succulent rendering.”
“A man should keep his nightstand in
constant repair.”

Squirrels turn into me, queen but
more embarrassing.
“I’m blind like a bat on the net, and
paranoid baby too…
I hope nothing bummed you out.
I have feeling you will vanish
permanently!”
“Z(i)ero.”
“Hope you are well.”
“Ticking time bomb-candies inside
my volume ran out the clocks…
I’m good now.”
“I will support you, you, you, you and
you forever anyways…”
“🍓🍓 ！！！！！
Note: Hard candy second hand
glossy break-core mint gears?”
“Note: Calm candy teeny bit.”
“Note: Real talk.”

“I couldn’t stop synthesizing my mind
into the confusing word-cloud, which
is nonsense sometimes, but it’s also
weird to state straightly — I’m too
real.”

Writing wants reluctance.
“Hall0.
Romance as a syntax.”
“Alien dango.”
“Today is Dango Day of Hong Kong
(first full moon day).
I'm going to get some dangos.”
“The blue one is the lord.”
“I unlock my skill to envy you.”
“Candy leopard lighter.”
“2 AM... In the quiet student lab, the
voice of Nico speaks out from
behind an iMac.
Do you have friends in NYC that you
talk to that you really really talk to
or just talk to?
I couldn’t meet anyone in Guilin at
all, so two good friends moved here
but now were all leaving.”
“My new song: Dongdong pees on
20 dangos in Snail Room.”

“I stop breathing because of
dramas, ghosts, old men with sass
and haunted dango ghosts.”
“Silent stress release pee silent.”
“Ohhhhh…
No real sunlight.”
“Bouncy.
Second hand sunlight.”
“Going fishing > breathing, once a
week, no healing.”
“Ultimate purity and puppet master
syndrome split personality cute evil.”

Inevitable abnormal dream
sequence including twice rain
shower, the night pour out soda, the
rereachable 🍓🍓 superimposition of
double exposure.
“Oh my god I can’t think about
Clannad.
Horrible!
Dying on the inside.”
“Tuff tracks.
Bully beats.
Ditto…”
“You did?
I just did…
Tentacle…”
“No sleepiness 24 hours exciting
catalyzer tentacle trigger.”
“Same.
Tentacle.”
“Yeah…
I thought I was a normal person two
days ago…but now I have returned
because of 3D Miku opportunity? At

times I wish sleep was a function that
could be turned off.”
“I had an abnormal rain shower just
now.”

I was going to say wawa no more
rain still white fluffy for you?
“Mahogany jacket for person like me
breathing secretly in 3D miku-pa.”
“M_I_X.”
“M_I_X?”
“Mahogany + carmine + Nico's eye
color.”
“Inevitable non-palette dream
sequence.”
“Ter lo ter lo.”
“Vague sequence of dual monitor in
🍓🍓 's lab busy then evil uncle bully
shows up (elsewhere) and I lost my
old fashion.”
“Poisonous invention…”
“Hallo.”
“Good sunshine in your place
today.”

Cantonese singing environment
turned piku pony into a.
“Is it inappropriate to say fuck you to
Nico and her gang when its all my
fault?”
“Losing is winning.”
“The ‘fakcute’ culture rule 46: be
happy.”
“Officially called ᠰᡳᠵᡳᡤᡳᠶᠠᠨ.”
“Ahaha that dress cut!”
“Important.”
“All the koalas in the world turned
lesbians for this word.”
“#perfect.
Lesbosola.
My mind is blasting me with koalas.”
“Perfect makes me look like an
aging drag queen.”
“RuPaul always wins basically.”

Walter Day.
“All stores near my place don't have
golden bear now!
Freak out.”
“You are a melted gummy mess.
Sweet tooth demon.
Denpa monopoly.”
“Condragulations.
Lip sync for your life!!!! (momobako)
Only if.”
“Inexplicably schön.”
“6000 rudeboy toy dogs hanging out
by a river and each of their names
listed on the side of the empire state
building.”
“People should shoot themselves in
that angle more.”
“Direction.
It was my fifth shot to imitate as best.
As I could to the original.
Lsequels.”

“Rational 🍓🍓 -spline.”

A poem by Qiuzi Chen:
There is an infinity of video poker
here in this city.
That's not the poem by the way.
That’s a separate statement.
“Brainstorming.”
“ollłø.”
“Slytmsueh.wpyle.”
“This is really moving.”
“がっまMIDI.
It was a big sacrifice to open love
live on the large iPad screen
(forgetting it’s on full volume) in this
bar.”
“Thrust in.”
“Wanted to stick image of
tambourine in thought bubble but I
must stop myself from making a
million love live jokes.”
“Since u started to make LL jokes, my
life turned brighter.”

“Your leader looks trustable.”
“You seem to be a sweet item
master.”
“Hyper fixes.”
“High rank.”

Candy spectacle.
“Don’t judge a candy by its
wrapping.
Huhu.”
“That girl is out of stamina / candy.”
“Yee haw.”
“Bubble wrap undirecttouchable
idol.”
“A. Salnikov diamond of Russia.”
“You guys have 缘!”

It's got too much torture and bully
tho... Anyway, my ears are
half=dead.
“Bye bye ears.”
“She is the KAWAII.”
“Oh my god.
Young idol.
#red_carpet.
Light pink*.”
“I feel like I am reading some novel.
Hoot bullets back?”
“Earphone costume.”
“Hair x 3049.”
“Minimalism.”
“Yea.”
“Noise for the boys.”

"IF I HAD THE POWER TO CHOOSE
BETWEEN LOUD CHEMICALS”, a
manga by Qiuzi Chen.
“Noise for K-town.”
“We shall see.
Actually it’s C-town.”
“Crown Sounds more cyberpunk.”
“Cyber PANIC.”
“Https://m.soundcloud.com/slash
🍓🍓 /1000-toy-dogs-by-the-river-withtheir-names-printed-onto-theobservatory.”
“OK.”

They deleted love live when they
were sleeping.
“Peachy rainsoul.”
“Love life!
Overdose dream sequence large
orange and list of names in
Starbucks. Crowded spaces
real deal? You cut the ties? Are you
a drop out?”
“I’m a drop out.”
“What is a drop out?”

#tt0170259.
“Dead give away.”
“yea I'll never handle tablets.
Make me scream.”
“Snap them in half.
Throw them like a frisbee for a dog.”
“Eat pasta on one.”
“Use normal tablet to play stone
skipping, performance art, 2018.”
“Qiuzi, easy to freak out person.
You can(not) undo.mp3.”
“Not emotion musk any more.”
“I used a real (fake?) karaoke app
to recorded shy muffin.”
“Room tone of lonely open mic
reverb.
Non-emotional musk yummy, also
winter is dying.”

“You noticed every elements and
patterns and panics…”
“In real life I’m 160%, but 25% with
myself.
Arizona is an emotional musk.
Shoe laces tied, testing for the 20th
time do you carry the misery with
you or does it stay in a desert.”
“Pork nu kitty, okay, Turkish guy Nyp,
okay.”
“Yea.”
“Pick up alto sax.”
“Oh my god put me on VIP list.
Imma show up in a helicopter and a
30 feet long pink dress.”
“100 love gems in a briefcase.”
“Newsfeed alternatives.”
“Piku pony-chan doing nonemotional quiet mind drawing…”
“Magnum opus mouse.”

Don't try Manhattan psychics. Go to
Brooklyn.
“🍓🍓 religion is a nightmare on 4 x 4
wheel drive.”
“Invisible wall syndrome.
My family had a nanny for my
younger siblings who was faithful, she
told me she would pray for me
because I said I was certainly going
to hell.
Maybe your mystic was just a shady
jaded drag queen.”
“My good girlfriend prayed for me
everyday in New Zealand, because I
told her I tried ayahuasca in a
shaman tribe…so she thought I
carried some devil back to NYC…"
“A devilish lip sync.”
“Bird seeds.”
“Null accounts?”
“Rational P-spline.”

“I only see the lord and his gallery in
your hand. When I was younger, I
thought my hands read ‘A’ and ‘M’,
because I was a night owl.
1AM+ activity.”
“A pale ghost in shell with organic
strokes.”
“Dry yourself in garlic; look at yourself
in selfie.”
“Red eye correction.”
“Steal.
Emotional.”
“Emotional steel.”

I wanted to bend the cat piano but It
might result in tears.
“I want a non-music non-idol group
to exist.”
“Group all the pikus.”
“That one time I called I tried to show
piku performance.
Solo, three tone.”
“I have a little USB mini stick that is
only denpa mp3 for emergency
when my phone dies.
I’ve only used it twice.
This is a secret.”
“Denpa vocabulary bank.
It’s.”
“Last year vocab.”
“No...21 century doggie chat.”
“Dogs don’t disappear.”
“Landlord’s.”

“They ignore him a lot…he should
write a novel…it would be great
awa…”
“My landlord is a canine.”
“The sound of a shy muffin karaoke
overpowers the lust of a couple next
door.
A poem by 🍓🍓 .
Replacing the sex sounds of a next
door couple with a saxophone and
a french horn.
Dude! That’s awkward! Bad reviews
are about to happen.
1 out of five stars.
Sorry it must be actually annoying.”
“I ate a high oxygen chilly chocolate
cone and keep laughing without
pause.”

"Wooof aeoh whay awa yehaw
huuu”, I dig your words and speak to
Mississippi raw Poseidon.
“Before bewaring my foolish heart.”
“Beware emamouse selfies.”

To smoke is to collaborate.
“Overburdened occult.”
“Dang.”
“Glitter escutcheon fragments.
Glitter haunts me.”
“No can.”
“I don't think so.”
“A little.
Isolated screeching.
When I was 15, I wrote a really
awkward piano / vocal piece for this
girl I had a crush on and sang it to
her in the private piano room and
immediately halted all interactions
with me after that point.”
“I hate my dancing! Last night I was
picked by the saxophone guy to
dance with him in front of audience
and I was so awkward that my
muffin shyness caused all alligators in
mississibiku simply declassified.”

“Dance to someone's isolate
screeching in a tiny box.”
“Slow dance in the snail room.”
“I put that phrase in this book. Snail
book.”
“Voice only.”

Road trip on a metal skeletal horse.
“Skeletal horse rental heart.”
“Dormant bagel piano.”
“Yelp essay.”
“Kitty paws stealing in night on the
hood, cat crime scene.”
“Mummy.”
“He’s making…quinoa...baked
salmon...bed of kale…cilantro +
parsley…rainbow carrot…etc.”
“This is so real.
When you come to San Francisco, I’ll
only take you to tech influenced
rodeos.”
“Facticity of fact.”
“A horse kicks, a note plucks.
After the chaos, was it positive?”

Japanese voice actresses speak
“mitropilitrondentropoa”.
“Proto-brutalism.”
“Prepare for endless thank-yous and
最⾼!”
“🍓🍓 の魂 jumps over the continent of
America to be in the Times Squirrel
and hires 10th jazzy 72% monkey toy
nu year.”
“These words are so cute, I almost
lost vocabulary.”
“…”
“🍓🍓 rides a hot semi-gloss dragon
over the continent to hang out in
Panda-san’s wharf where tourist
sunglasses are ON with 108% hire
rate…aka ⽑’s whirling pigtails
interview aesthetic. I might go to nu
pork financial pity if a couple ugly
percentage bullies dissipate post
upcoming 16th move.
Muffin (z) major.”

“Ciao muffin gorilla feels cold and its
hair stands up…
Your botanic space looks mentally
gemmed.
To be honest, I couldn’t understand
102% qiuzimachine without a digital
urban dic on my hand…”
“Qiuzimachine? Wot fam!
I googled ‘effervescent’…
Botanic space = 90% plastic (bin
scraps)…
...if I didn’t have a cyborg life style
(magazine someday?), maybe I’d
be 1/2. I seek a real chibi dictionary,
but…I meant x amount of nonmeasurements (%) in an
different direction than slang or
grammar.
Dressed as a gorilla did you
interview?”
“I guess my shyness prevented me
from speaking the foreign language
fluently in this 3d world, which makes
some people consider I am hard to
get closed to…chibi dictionary could

start the 6th cyborg 1/3 world
revolution.
I dressed like a gorilla with frosty
eyelashes to the magic little pony
interview, and the recruiter thought
my portfolio was too fashionable in a
nu pork way... I was kind of upset
about it. I started to seriously think
about what kind of job I should take
and will focus on it.
Fashionable fun, can it be…”
“Portfolio is too fashionable?
Too trendy? Too many notes?
NYC is fierce! #competition! Get off
my runway! Excuse me! Only the
‘hustlers’ can make their way to the
top! ‘fake it till you make it!’ Beautiful
horrible tops they are!!!! Vulnerability
phobia alert!!! Alpha (protein shake)
gorilla on the outside, sweet vanilla
miumiu cake on the inside…but I’m
confused trendy portfolio for toy
company?”
“And you are not shy in native
language?
I am probably difficult to be close
with period.”

“Www.🍓🍓 -chan-being-a-shy-gal/
39%/3d-model/pre-ordering/.”
“Mandarin vanilla miumiu pillow more comfortable for me.”
“I feel you are a relaxing person.”
“Shhhhhhy muffin karaoke.mp3…”
“It matches what we expected
66%.”
“Really nice surprise karaoke muffinpresence for a moody rainy
afternoon. You have a reversestressful voice. I first heard it in
darkness under the covers half
conscious. Unshy pattern.”
“Microphones trigger mass insecurity
for me…too many embarrassing
wine-phone moments. In Hong Kong,
karaoke is extremely popular but…
for a jukebox attitude, I cannot sing.”
“Vocaloid 🍓🍓 .”

“Feeling positive: Karaoke future
looking bright.”
“I have plans to leave this city very
soon. I ended up here by a sort of
freak accident really, like hello
summer kitty hung via strings on your
insta.”
“It might be easy puzzle to solve,
Berlin is where I’m trying to go…not
sure how on earth I will survive but, I
feel like I’m suffocating here.”
“I would like to see NYC someday
tho... I applied to this residency that
may ship me that way for a bit, but it
is unlikely it’ll happen.”
“Berlin seems like Beijing very much...
Last year I considered to get another
degree in Germany after I earn
some money.
I wish you settle down in Berlin soon,
and drink the city…”
“Drifting lotus life.”
“I tried to make it unducky.”

“Let’s rave.”
“Your eyes seem very Arabic!”
“It’s nice to appear differently every
day as 🍓🍓 !”
“Temporary burrito ballgag in a
minute…”
“Sometimes it takes me two years to
get a simple or bad joke.”
“Long long cooked burrrrrrrrito
simple-joke…”
“Imma eat this burrito then hit the
pole.”
“Multiple-author account horcrux!”
“…sounds like a fluffy heart attack.
I would imagine interning for building
your own bear would be suicidal.”
“I applied to Hasbro today and
need to research more…

Sinn er caf e bear president short
circuit.”
“We’d love to see you start your own
chocolate muffin corporation-toy
(kinky) international_factory!
-yllthyoa-.”
“How are you?”

